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Series III Host:

eight-core server quality 4U rackmount PC

Processes:

adaptive ﬁlters, adaptive limiter 2, auto dehiss,
debuzz-3, declickle-2, declip, dehiss-3, DNS,
dynamics suite, NR-4, NR-5, phase corrector,
precision & linear phase EQs, vintage decrackle,
dc ﬁlter, dithering, gain, metering, sample rate
conversion, spectrum analyser, 2-channel tools

Spot processes:

manual declick A and B, dethump, retouch 5

Track processes:

respeed, reshape, peak & power normalisers

Other facilities:

report generation, background processing,
batch processing, action lists, multi-region
rendering
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- pro audio with a smile

The most effective and productive audio processing
and sound restoration system yet developed, CEDAR
Cambridge emphasises speed and ease of use. It
allows you to record, to generate and edit metadata,
and to work on one audio ﬁle while processing
others in the background. It displays the video
associated with the audio
in many AV formats, offers
powerful region editing and
transcription capabilities, and
even allows remote users to
process their audio without
disturbing the tasks being
carried out locally.

“De-everything”
CEDAR Cambridge combines a server-grade host PC capable
of recording and processing at sample rates of up to 192kHz,
the optional Server Pack software, and any combination of its
processing modules.
Improved declick, decrackle and broadband noise reduction
processes as well as the latest debuzz, declip, and phase
correction modules satisfy your basic restoration needs. In
addition, the latest version of our Academy Award® winning
DNS process cleans dialogue quickly and effectively, while
four spot processes (including the latest Retouch 5) address
the most intransigent problems.
For mastering
and broadcasting,
there are two
powerful EQs
and a suite of
state-of-the-art
dynamics modules
including a Power
Normaliser that offers both
ITU1770-2 and M-weighting. In addition, CEDAR’s latest
Adaptive Limiter and Reshape modules allow you to tailor
the tone, dynamics and soundstage of your audio in ways
never before possible. Then there’s the critically acclaimed
Respeed™, which accurately corrects unwanted speed
changes in recordings.
Finally, for police forces, security agencies and forensic audio
investigators for whom only the most powerful audio ﬁltering
will sufﬁce, there’s a full set of single- and cross-channel
adaptive ﬁlters.

Recording, metadata and automation
CEDAR Cambridge can record mono, stereo and multi-track
ﬁles, with storage provided locally or by remote servers.
Users can add and edit Bext metadata, and the Report
Generator provides detailed information about the audio and
processing, both in human readable form and in XML format

so that users can generate bespoke reports and integrate the
data and associated graphics into existing databases.
The system is also designed to work with video transfer and
editing systems, and offers a wide range of timecode and
automation features as standard.

Unique productivity
Imagine the scenario: you
access a ﬁle, load the processes
you need, and determine the
parameters that offer the best
results. You then place the job
in the background for rendering,
and invoke a second instance of
CEDAR Cambridge, load another
ﬁle and choose the necessary
processes and parameters. Send this job to the background,
and then start a third… and so on.
Meanwhile, your colleagues can be using the same system
even if they are on the other side of the facility to the CEDAR
Cambridge hardware itself. If they can see any of its input
folders, they can drop their ﬁles into these, whereupon the
system will process the audio and then return it to their
chosen destinations.
You can set up as many processing paths for them as you
wish, and CEDAR Cambridge will make the results available
to anybody on the network who is authorised to receive
them. What’s more, batch processing does not interfere
with foreground use, so you can be working on the system
without even being aware that others are using it.

New features
CEDAR Cambridge now boasts an expanded File Processing
system offering powerful new Region Categories. These
hugely enhance its ability
to process multiple regions
of audio and greatly extend
its transcription capabilities
when working with evidential
or other forensic material. It
also offers improved output
mapping and an expanded
Hot Keys section. But most
impressively, it now supports
video playback, displaying up
to eight video streams simultaneously to help users ensure
that the audio processing is always appropriate.
Whether you’re involved in ﬁlm or TV post, remastering
for CD and DVD, working in broadcast, archiving, or even
carrying out forensic audio investigation, we
think you’ll agree that CEDAR Cambridge is the
most powerful and the most productive audio
restoration system ever developed.

